
 Design features                                                    

 

Circuit Configuration:   Class D FULLBRIDGE    
Frequency Response:  10 HZ ~ 24 kHZ (-3 db)    
Signal to Noise Ratio:          >90 DB (min gain)     
Input Sensitivity:    6 V ~ 0.2 V         
Crossover Circuit:      
high pass CROSSOVER:     10 HZ~ 2 kHZ (subsonic)
low pass crossover:                                          50 HZ ~ 20 kHZ                   
                                        
                                                                                                            

 12 DB / Oct                                     

Damping Factor:  
remote control w/clip, voltmeter:
power terminal gauge                            0 ga x 2                      
fuse rating:                                         750 a                            

                             >200                   

 

 

 

            Dimensions:                                                                             8.5 x 2.4 x 16.5” -  217  x 61  x 420 mm

               
       

 

      

 

 

    

 

Continious output power (RMS)

measured @  <1% thd (50 hz)                   
  
       14.4 v < 1% THD                                          
OUTPUT POWER @ 4 Ω:     2800 W                  

OUTPUT POWER @ 2 Ω:                    5500 W   
OUTPUT Power @ 1 Ω:                  10000 W

operational voltage:  10v~16.5V  current draw:  750 A   efficiency (average): 80%  

    

descriptions of specifications

operation below minimum impedance will stress  the amplifier &  Excessive heat can occur, causing the amplifier to go into thermal protection. The
amplifier can eventually become unstable and components may break!
The circuit may sustain permanent damage and protection/clip lights won’t turn off or flash sequentially. the AMPLIFIER can’t be strapped/bridged.
Protection may also be caused by the following
 *input voltage from headunit being too high / low  / power supply voltage too high / low.
 *speaker overload
 *short circuit
 *caution, speaker outputs will have rail voltage even after the amplifier has been turned off for a while! Do not short the connections!
                          Measure with a DMM (Multi meter) prior to making any changes to the speaker wires.

*full output power according to the spec is based on a sufficient electrical supply system. if your system is inadequate, the efficiency of the amplifier decreases
hurting the performance!

the riot 13000  will need a dedicated agm battery supply of min. 4 agm batteries of 125 ah and 1750 cca each.. If you are using a common lithium source of 6c, use a 180 ah lithium battery.   
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riot 13000      

all features are subject to change in the continuing effort to improve the products without notice


